

EM EMA1A:	E-MARKETING & E-COMMERCE

Module code
EEM EMA1A
Module name
E-Marketing &  E-Commerce
Number  of  EC
7. 5

Objectives:

This course provides students with a broad overview and understanding of the many elements, disciplines and issues of E-Marketing and E-Commerce. As it makes no assumptions of any particular subject, students of any background with progress in their bachelor education program should be able to cope with the course. Although the general contents of the course are very broad, part of it has a strong focus on business models, business strategy and sales channels, and the way these have been changed by the penetration of the Internet in our society. Technological items are involved, though limited to a managerial point of view. The general aim of this 12-week course is to ensure that students understand that E-Marketing and E-Commerce is the real world of the Internet. Besides that students have to learn that the Internet is a medium to reach customers and that goods and services have to be delivered under more pressing circumstances of the 7/24 hour business day.


Topics:

	How  does a  computer  work,  How  does the  Internet  work,  Intranets,  Extranets. 


	Marketing and E-Marketing. 


	The relation between E-Business, E-Commerce, E-Procurement, Supply Chain Management and Logistics. 


	Online  Business Models and  online  presence. 


	Online  strategies in relation to general  business strategies 


	The  Internet  Marketing Mix. 


Learning methods:

Lectures and group discussions during classes.  Internet-enabled computer-based assignment.

The use of the library and of the Internet is necessary to ensure that students have knowledge of the latest developments in E-marketing and E-Commerce and cognate areas.

Study Material:

Syllabus /  Reader:  „E-Marketing &  E-Commerce‟  to be  obtained at the  start of  the  course.

Assessments:

Exam  code
EEMEMA1A.1
EEMEMA1A.5*)





Periods
V2,4 H2,4
During semester





Number  of  EC
7. 5






Weighting factor
3. 50
4. 0





Form
Written exam
Report


Min.  4. 0
Min.  5. 5





Aids
Dictionary
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